
Stretch Your Exhibit Beyond Typical 
Build New Audiences and 

Collaborations 

The Dow Gardens, Elizabeth Lumbert 
Morris Arboretum, Michelle Conners 
The Morton Arboretum, Cindy Crosby 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome�Introduce�Delighted to share what we’ve learned on how to stretch an exhibit beyond typical.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Located in Midland, Michigan 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The estate garden of Herbert and Grace Dow 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A beautiful 110 acre garden which is open all year. However, parts like the Color Garden and an area known as the secret garden  were not being explored --must get off the path /no one was going, an issue for many public gardens. 



Ardis Art in the Gardens 
-local talent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we came up with the idea to collaborate with a local artist – it worked like a charm. Art in the Gardens 2009 Featuring copper artwork by Jim Ardis –must get off the path to see the art  --the strategy of art in the garden began. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
WinterGarden Glass 2010 Featuring artist Craig Mitchell Smith  brought 4000 visitors to the garden in January and February – unheard of for us. We did an evening illuminated walk. But so far we were primarily just collaborating with an artist and not engaging our whole team. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hadn’t truly stretched our exhibt beyond typical until Zimsculpt’Then Zimsculpt happened and the exhibit engaged our visitors in a whole new way. Guests were steadily visiting from three hours away. Sales were up in the gift shop…and our small town of 45,000 held their own in sales of sculptures.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zimsculpt brought Patrick and Passmore to the equation –artisans demonstrating their skill all summer long / Vivienne, the curator,  brought an engaging personality.  Visitors loved Zimsculpt so much that we now have five pieces in our collection from personal donations from our guests.  WE DIDN’T MISS THEIR MESSAGE TO US. Guests wanted new and exciting ways to engage with the art. Which leads us to Ribbit Exhibit and Joetta & Andy Cobb the central concept of my presentation. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ribbit Exhibit –on paper– 19 copper frogs with BIG personalities. In reality, the most engaging exhibit we have ever hosted, as we mastered the art of collaboration and new audience building. Our guests are asking for them back. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We knew this year was going to be tough. We were faced with construction in front of our building for our entire main season and  new pathway construction within. Visitor coming to the Dow Gardens experienced closed exits of I-75 / our main route (business 10 which we’re located on closed in one direction all summer) which led to long traffic delays/ and pathways that were completely removed and replaced throughout our entire garden. We planned programming more intensely and more focused then ever. But thanks to leveraging Ribbit throughout our organization … our visitation held steady! 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We decided to welcome the cast of characters individually –rolling out the red carpet if you will for each one. Here they all are featured on our “secret code” scavenger hunt –designed to take you OFF the pathways.  We also had a local voice artist bring each to life reading their story on our audio tour. 



Polly Frog 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We introduced for the first time a mascot for an exhibit…this is Polly Frog –she hales from the Amazon –the internet amazon that is. You’ve seen her throughout the slides – kids of all ages from the youngest to our president enjoyed photo opportunities with her…. 



Lunchtime 
Concert Kick Off 

with Charlie 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Aristotle said: The whole is greater than the sum of it’s parts… when individual parts are connected together to form one entity, they are worth more than if the parts were in silos. �Public Garden –balancing act / programming working with horticulture The season kicked off with concerts with Trombone Charlie and friends. Note the horticulturist used blue _____ & _______ to create the feel of Lake Michigan –Jazz on the beach… 



Planting flowers 
with  Cora 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Designed with cora in mind / watering her colorful vibrant flowers. The activity? Simple for a garden –planting flowers with Cora – delighted children potted up plants with our discovery cart. This is easy low hanging fruit to accomplish to stretch your exhbit. 



Jacques and 
En Plein Air 

Art for 
Beginners 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But the cast of characters allowed us the excuse to stretch our programming. To welcome Jacques  we hosted en plein air painting for beginners for the very first time. A wedding photographer even snapped a photo of the bridal party and photoshopped Jacques painting them…By stretching our programming we stretched our audience reach. 



Viva La Pollination 
 with Freddie 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brainstorming for Freddie the Butterfly Boy led us to working with the National Pollinator Celebration for the first time. We worked with local bee keepers and had a honey of a time! Guests were invited to hold live male honey bees in their hands!! This event tied us to the National Pollinator Celebration for the first time too. 



Yoga  and 
Essential Oils 
with Zenny 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zenny found us working with our local hospital who provided yoga in the gardens which continues this year. WE also reached out to our downtown local shop Ways to Wellness and hosted an essential oil class in the herb garden.



Tutu Tuesdays with Sasha 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve never had ballerinas in the garden and Sasha was the perfect excuse. To welcome Sasha we hosted Tutu Tuesdays. ..and we utilized the talents of our Special Events and Volunteer Manager and Programming Assistant (then intern)�People were thinking about the gardens and connecting with us in new ways… and we were thinking about the unique skills of our staff and how to use them too! 



From Bean to Barista  
with Edward 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ribbit artist Andy Cobb let us change the name of this frog drinking frog to Edward after our own Edward who can drink two pots of coffee a day. We invited Uncommon Coffee Roasters to the garden to teach our guests how to make a perfect cup of Joe… and taste test different varieties in a garden setting.  Again, stretching our program beyond typical.



Fairy Tales  
with Axel Grimm 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Axel Grimm was welcomed with a fairy tale day full of stories for kids of all ages. 



Turf Tours with Marvin and Chuck Martin 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you welcome Marvin who loves to mow? Host a summer class on turf. 



Swing Dancing with  
Floyd and Grace 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had big plans for swing dancing but the weather interrupted as I bet you’ve experience ... But still –we were ready to dance the night away before an outdoor showing of Cinderella in the garden too. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Currently we are hosting the Art of Dr. Seuss –A Bronze Tribute Collection. This time we reached out to the Midland Center for the Arts and the Local Library and planned for more than a year on how to collaborate. The Art Center is currently hosting the sister exhibit The Art of Dr. Seuss - The Secret Art of Dr. Seuss.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
For this first time collaboration between the three organizations we looked for ways to outwardly show our unification. Our team hosted a sewing bee and scarves/ bow ties/ and name badge backings were created for all front-line staff and beyond.  The art center created the sign shown on the previous slide for all of us to host. The exhibit has us growing stronger relationships with our neighboring organizations which is a great launch pad for even more collaboration in the future.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Representatives from all three organizations attended a chamber event at which we kicked off the Seuss Marketing with green eggs and ham and our whimsical scarves. 



Art from a Cart 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Team Building and Team Education. We collaborated beyond our city to the Marshall Fredericks Gallery and Art museum and had our guides trained about the creation of bronze sculpture so they’d be ready for hosting Art from the Cart Tours. The museum curator will be coming later this summer to lead a guided tour too … cross-promotion is our only charge. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
How do you get the seasonal staff engaged and ready to share with the visitors? Host a Seuss Scavenger Hunt (and Sneaky Tour training) competition





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Art without horticulture. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Art with horticulture. As always when you’re stretching an exhibit beyond typical it’s important to engage cross-functionally. A Public Garden needs to have Public and Garden in balance… the Visitor Relations team working with the Horticulture team



Putting the “U” in Seuss 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is our creative horticulturist at work – with part of our Christmas display… one learning lesson, we set up the “extra items” across from or down the path from the art. So that those that want to experience the bronze as art can and those that are out looking for the experience of what we call Putting the “U” in Seuss can. Balancing for the guest expectation. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green Eggs and Ham – chives are planted for harvesting this year in the herb garden at Sam’s feet!



You know someone who knows someone who knows someone = Programming 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our horticulturists know people --- even ones that look like the Lorax –a special story time was born. 



Cheat on your Book Club 
      Summer 2016 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Combining our mandate for history programming with the theme of literature –Cheat on your Book Club –Pines Porch was created



Rock and Read! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With only six statues and 110 acres –we needed to find ways to “stretch” the exhibit – we decided to let adults feel small again… The Big Blue Chair is a hit!



So be sure when you step, 
step with care and great 
tact. And remember that 
life is A Great Balancing 
Act. 
 – Dr. Seuss 

Oh! 
The places 
you’ll go! 
-Dr. Seuss 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
--so much truth to this quote for a successful exhibit – to stretch the exhibit beyond typical it requires great care and tact;  balancing the core parts of your organization; for us it’s horticulture/programming/ history/ and the added component of community. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hi – intro selfArb land purchased by John & Lydia (brother and sister) in 1887.  Interested in land preservation the planned from the outset that their property would one day be a public garden.  By 1913 acquired 166 acres.  Traveled extensively overseas in Europe and Asia and collected ideas for building their own eclectic garden.  John died in 1915 and Lydia in 1932.  Upon her death the property was bequeathed to the University of Pennsylvania for use as an educational and botanical research facility.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, the Arb continues to carries out John and Lydia’s goals for the property with the mission of connecting plants, people and place through programs that integrate science, art and the humanities.  92 acres of public garden, and 74 acres across the street used primarily for support and research (Bloomfield Farm)We have a beautiful garden, why do we need mo0re than that



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have this beautiful garden.  Why do we need more than that?  What are the goals of bringing in exhibits?  I think we all know the answers to this question:  create marketing excitement, add value to memberships, and attract new audiences.  Bringing in partners and building programming around the exhibit can help you push those goals further, and get more people in to see and appreciate the beautiful garden.  Also, our audience has changed over the years.  It used to be more about older visitors enjoying the gardens as a garden destination.  Now it’s become more about families having an outdoor destination that is both enjoyable and educational.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the Morris Arboretum we have 92 beautiful acres open to the public, but we know that our visitors tend to use only about 1/3 of it regularly.  When I transitioned from the horticulture dept into my current position I wanted to find a way to entice visitors to see more of the Arb.  Thus the Adirondack Chair exhibit was conceived.  Artists from throughout the region were invited to submit samples of their work for what would be a juried show and season long exhibit – Take a Seat!



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We partnered with our neighbor, the Woodmere Art Museum, and with local art galleries, who helped us locate interested and interesting artists.  We had chairs or pairs of chairs from 28 artists on display at the Arboretum and they were distributed all over the map.  Woodmere Art Museum hosted the reception to award prizes and displayed chairs from five of the artists on their front porch.  This started a continuing and reciprocal relationship with Woodmere of allowing members of both institutions free admission to visit for certain events or specific time periods.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The chairs were a big hit with visitors and you would often spot someone relaxing quietly with a book, or taking a time out from their garden walk.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next season brought Dave Rogers’ Big Bugs to the Arboretum.  A fabulous exhibit everyone loves for the size and personality of the insects.  This season we built more programming around the exhibit.  The Discovery Series, a monthly educational program for children that runs April through October featured insect activities, and we also held Let’s Move – Be a Bug, a monthly bug boot camp that had young visitors crawling, hopping, and spinning like their insect counterparts.



Insert shop photo- Seasons summer 
2013 back cover 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And of course, the gift shop became Big Bugs Headquarters.



 

 
LADY BUG 

Grill-your-own Teriyaki Glazed  
Hissing Cockroaches  

with vegetable brochettes 
Paired with: Smoking Loon Pinot Noir 2012 

 

BUG CRAWL 
Food & Drink Pairings for the 

21st Century! 

JAPANESE BELL (left of Visitor Center)  
Cricket Fritters  

with coconut curry dipping sauce & crudité 
with chutney yogurt dip 

Paired with: Chateau Ste. Michelle 
Riesling 2011  

GRASSHOPPER 

Silkworm Pupae Summer Rolls 
on cucumber crescents with ginger-tamari glaze  

and vegetable pot stickers with ponzu sauce 
Paired with: Neiderburg Chenin Blanc 2012 

PRAYING MANTIS 

Mealworm Fries  
with smoked sea salt and spicy catsup and corn fritters dip 
Paired with: Great Lakes Brewing Co. Eliot Ness 

OUT ON A LIMB (Spider)  

        Bamboo Worm Bruschetta  
       a cheese display with grapes and crackers  
Paired with: Rosso di Ripa Montepulciano 
d’Abruzzo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But my favorite program was our Bug Crawl.  Our in house caterer whose always up for an interesting challenge was on board for preparing a menu of edible insects.  He researched what was available and developed the recipes.  A co-worker lent me a book on food and drink pairings, and though it didn’t tell me what to serve with bamboo worms and hissing cockroaches, it did have suggestions for Italian and Asian inspired dishes.  Each station was set up adjacent to one of the Big Bugs and also featured educational information on an insect based diet such as nutritional benefits, environmental impact and opportunities for micro-farming.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The biggest payoff for us was not in ticket sales for this event, but in publicity.  The media loved it. We got coverage in the on-line press and the caterer was interviewed on our local public radio station.And in the end the evening was a lot of fun for those of us involved.  Especially watching each other and the visitors try and get those cockroaches beyond their lips.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next year we were lacking the funds to bring in a major exhibit and so returned to an invitational one.  This time around it was birdhouses.  We did ask the artists to make them functional, and as you can see our garden residents took advantage of them.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This led to our season long celebration of birds and the opportunity for lots of bird-themed programming and partnering.  We established “Early Bird Saturdays” so birders could enter the grounds while birds were active.  Classes, special events, and the Discovery series all focused on birds.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Drexel University, VIREO (Visual Resources in Ornithology) has the world’s largest collection of bird images.  A selection of these images were hung in the Arboretum’s Upper Gallery.  The photos were selected to represent both resident and migratory birds that can be spotted at the Arboretum.  This image of an Eastern screech owl was a personal favorite of mine.



Awaiting 
image from 

Amanda 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back in the year of the Adirondack Chair exhibit I started doing exhibit based scavenger hunts to give families a fun activity to pursue together and a reason to go beyond the typical 1/3 of the garden.  Morris the Merrie Little Owl proved the most popular scavenger hunt yet as families solved the clues to find Morris hiding in 10 locations throughout the gardens, collect letters and learn an owl fact.  The owls were donated by an Arboretum supporter and sold in the gift shop at the end of the season.  So a low cost, but big payoff in visitor enjoyment.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Last season we were able to have Patrick Dougherty as artist in residence for three weeks creating one of his stick sculptures, or in this case 7 of them, which he titled “A Waltz in the Woods”.  Visitors love Patrick’s creations and so does the media Timing was especially good for us last year as Patrick was featured on CBS Sunday morning shortly before he began work at the Arb (check with Susan on this).



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Art became the overall seasonal theme with yet another piece of good timing.  The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, a historic museum of and school for American artists, contacted the Arboretum about joining the marketing committee for their upcoming exhibit The Artist’s Garden:  American Impressionism and the Garden Movement 1887-1920.



 
 
 

The Artist’s Garden:  
American Impressionism 

and the Garden Movement 
1887-1920 

 
Pennsylvania Academy 

of Fine Arts 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arboretum staff visited the museum and with this initial cooperation built a collaboration that ultimately led to a partnership. A lecture by the exhibit’s curator was hosted by the Arboretum with the invitation sent to both Arboretum and PAFA members.  Behind the Scenes tours were hosted by both institutions as cultivation events for high level members.  Reciprocal admission discounts were extended. Concurrently with PAFA’s exhibit the Arboretum hosted an exhibit of paintings by PAFA’s faculty with the same theme of garden art.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The partnership continues as PAFA’s faculty has been given access to the Arboretum to hold Plein Air painting classes.  Reciprocal benefits continue to be enjoyed by PAFA and Arboretum members through class discounts.You would occasionally see someone come in with an easel and set themselves up to paint at the Arboretum, but since this collaboration it has become a more common sight, and one we’re happy to see.



 
 
 
 

American Bull 
 
 

Lorraine Vail 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It also gave us the opportunity to draw attention to the art that is a permanent part of the Arboretum.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year’s exhibit is yarnbombing.  Fiber artist, Melissa Maddonni Haims, who has exhibited nationally, as received an award at Art Basel Miami in 2011.  In addition to some of the Arboretum’s buildings, Melissa also created crocheted pieces for some of the trees and bridges.  This exhibit was inspired by one our Director of Horticulture saw at Kew Gardens.  Then it turns out that one of our own members does this kind of creative work and her studio is only a few miles from the Arboretum.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This type of exhibit doesn’t lend itself to programming as easily as Big Bugs or birdhouses, but this pre-exhibit event turned out wonderfully.  We invited knitters and crocheters to come to the Arboretum for an afternoon in March to each create a piece that would be joined together and become part of the exhibit.  55 crafters showed up.  The youngest was 5 years old and the oldest 85.  Melissa gave them the size parameters she was looking for and the freedom to create whatever they wanted.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The result covers this bridge near Lydia Morris’ log cabin.  What was interesting was the balance of members vs. non-members at that event.  Normally we run 60% members and 40% non-members for daily visitation and events.  It’s really consistent, but that day 2/3 of the knitters were non-members.  Word had spread via social media from one knitting club to another and people were excited to participate.  And hopefully they return and bring family and friends to see what they created and the rest of the exhibit, and then are entranced by all the Arboretum has to offer.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the subjects of this year’s scavenger hunt.  In keeping with the yarnbombing exhibit they were knitted by me with help from other staff and volunteers.  I lined them up on John Morris’ desk to take their picture before their garden debut.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Little knitted squirrels might not have been what John and Lydia had in mind for the future of their property, but I like to believe that they would have approved that we are willing to go beyond they typical to help connect people, plants and place.Thanks!



 

The Morton Arboretum 
Thinking Outside of the Box with 

Nature Connects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thinking out of the Box



1700 acres 
Est. 1922 

Just outside 
Chicago  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who We Are



The mission of The Morton 
Arboretum is to collect and 
study trees, shrubs, and other 
plants from around the world. 
The Arboretum maintains living 
collections on display across 
naturally beautiful landscapes 
for people to study and enjoy, 
and to learn how to grow them 
in ways that enhance the 
environment. 



 
Selected 
Previous 
Exhibits 

 
 

Steel Roots 
Steve Tobin 2010 

 

  

Patrick Dougherty 2007 

Dave Rodgers Big Bugs 
1&2 (2008 & 2013) 

Nature Unframed (2011) 



Smaller Exhibits 
 

Treehouse Tales 
2012 Plant Hunters 2014 

 

Vanishing Acts: 
Trees Under 
Threat 2012 



2013-2016 



April 8- October 1 
2016 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2015 
Nature Connects 
453,770 LEGO bricks 
107 Exhibit Days 
13 Displays 27 Figures 

First time in the 
Chicago Area! 
 
  
  
  
  
 

   



Total attendance up  23%  
compared to the average for the 

same time period 
2010-14 

 
 

Admission revenue up 15% 
over budget 



Memberships 
 
 

Membership households: 
Grew in 2015 by 11.4% 

over year-end 2014. 
 
 



Thinking outside of the 
Box – in Blocks-- on 
Interpretive Panels 





 
 
 
 
 
      Map, Guide, & Activities 



Find LEGO 
Larry! 



“Jumpy’s Tree 
Adventure” 

Thinking Outside   
of the Box:  
Mobile Game App 



Thinking Outside 
of the Box with 
Marketing, 
Events, and 
Partnerships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marketing: Partnered with LEGOland in Chicago to cross promote: They appeared at several events here (Thursday Family Night) – we participated there for an event. They put up a large banner promoting Nature Connects.



Billboards, Bus Tails, 
Banners, and Metra Ads 



Thinking 
Outside the 

Box on Social 
Media and 

Publicity 



Social media, television and 
print media coverage 



Grown-Up   
Play Date 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adults played with LEGO bricks, there were childhood food favorites, contests and games, and other fun activities. LEGO master builder on hand.



Food Service 
Revenue up 

11% over 
budget for 
the exhibit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Food Service: Lego Cookies



Library 
Surprises 



LEGOS in the Library  



Thinking Outside of the 
Box with Children’s 

Programming 



 
The Arboretum Store 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thinking out of the box about affiliated sales/Jacquie will send photos to replace these.



403% 
increase over 
same period 

2014 
(July 17-Nov. 1) 

Thinking Outside the 
Box with Children’s 
Merchandise Sales 



Nature Connects 
was a crowd 

pleaser! 
We stretched our exhibit, 

we learned, we grew! 



Questions? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Wrap-up!
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